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When a cabin cruiser mysteriously explodes in the marina of Breakfast Island, newspaper reporter

Jim Qwilleran and his feline companions investigate shady happenings at the hot vacation spot.
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In the 16th Cat Who . . . adventure, Pickax City's Jim Qwilleran and his intuitive Siamese cats, Yum

Yum and Koko, investigate odd accidents plaguing a glitzy resort recently built on a nearby island in

Moose County, "400 miles north of everywhere." As Breakfast Island undergoes development which

highlights its possible pirate past, retired reporter Qwill and others bemoan the spoiling of its natural

beauty. After an episode of food poisoning and an accidental drowning at the resort hotel, the

owners of the Domino Inn, an already established bed-and-breakfast, ask Qwill to find out whether

disgruntled locals are trying to discourage tourism. On the day that Qwill moves himself and the cats

into one of the Inn's cottages, another guest is injured on the Inn's front steps and an explosion in

the resort's marina kills a yacht owner. Questioning reticent natives and resort employees, Qwill

enlists an informant to speak with witnesses of the accidents. He himself talks with the vague

proprietor of a resort antique shop filled with overpriced items. But it is Yum Yum's domino playing

that sets the former newsman on the right track. Braun ( The Cat Who Went into the Closet ) gives

fans what they crave in this latest meandering tale about the skeptical, lovable Qwill on an island full



of cats. Literary Guild alternate; Mystery Guild main selection. Copyright 1994 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

In the 17th installment in Braun's popular series, Jim Qwilleran and cats Koko and Yum Yum head

to a quiet island to investigate a series of murders.Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

What can I say, it is a cat who book, read by one of the best audio book readers there are, for male

characters. I can not imagine anyone doing a better job at being Mr. Q.Love these books. Light

hearted, with serious moments, some adventure, intelligent cats and interesting characters to fill the

story. If you love mysteries and do not like blatant gore and descriptive violence, than this series is

for you. Whether you read them or listen to the audios, they are a generally safe read for any one of

us out there, no matter the age.While this review is supposed to be about The cat Who Talked to

Ghosts, specifically, I can not leave a complete review about the story for those wishing to read.Just

know they are relatively clean, full of hearty characters, light light light romance, meaning not

descriptive at all and just innuendo if it ever even comes to that.The cats are adorable and

clever.The mysteries fun.

I've been reading The Cat Who series for a good many years & recently discovered I didn't exactly

start at the beginning. It's interesting to check out the early days of Qwill, Koko, and Yum Yum. One

of the things I like about these books is that they're relatively short & a good read. Like any book,

there are spots where the story plods a little, but not enough to not enjoy the story. I also like that

these books aren't overly intense & tend to show everyday life. It's a nice break from reading

intense and/or dark mysteries. Anyone who has cats can appreciate the antics of the "kids". If you're

trying to get a preteen to read more, this is an excellent series to start them on. There are no adult

situations or bad language. You'll notice that I didn't review the storyline in this particular book

because I don't want to give anything away! You'll have to trust me that I do recommend the book.

At first, you think this is just a cutesy book about kittys...but think again. Ms Braun is a brilliant writer

who takes you away to this small town and surrounds you with mystery and characters who you will

" wonder what they are doing" long after the book is through. I am collecting everything she wrote

and there are 29 or more books. She passed away recently and to know that no more Quilleran"

books will ever be written, deeply saddens me. She has the ablility to make you part of the " family".



My first one was given to me as a gift and I let it set thinking it was just a cutesy kitty book ,( which

Im a big cat fancier) and it sat a good year before I was bored out of my mind and for lack of

anything else to read, picked it up as a last resort...I WAS GLUED!!! then, went to the book store

and bought as many of her " the cat who....." books as I can find. You wont be sorry. This is a

wonderful get away and leaves you wanting tons more.

This is my favorite of all of the Cat Who books. The audible edition is best, but I haven't been able to

find it for a while.

I love all of Lilian Jackson Braun's Cat Who books and now have the full complement in paperback..

Had lent two of them to a friend last year and replaced them this spring through . Each book in the

series seems better than the one before, maybe because I'm happy to see the wonderful characters

return in the next issue.

I love "The Cat Who" series. I find them comforting after a long day to listen to and relax.

I got hooked on this series by a friend, they are wonderful. I can't put them down once I start

reading.

I love it and all of the Lilian Jackson Braun stories about the two cats and Jim Qwillerian. I have read

them all once quite a while ago and am enjoying them again.
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